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History. Philosophical conferences at Bled (Slovenia) were ini'ated, on the sugges'on by 

John Biro, in 1993, at first as a con'nua'on of the IUC - Dubrovnik postgraduate course in 

philosophy but they gradually started a life of their own, with the help, first of Eugene Mills 

and then Mylan Engel Jr. They typically take place during the first week of June and are 

dedicated to various topics in analy'c philosophy. Past conference topics have included 

philosophy of mind, metaphysics, truth, modality, vagueness, ra'onality, contextualism, 

ethics, par'cularism, poli'cal philosophy, epistemic virtue, freedom and determinism, 

knowledge, and group epistemology. 

The conference is officially included in the  program of the 

ac�vi�es of the Slovenian Society for Analy�c Philosophy.  



Monday, June 2nd Tuesday, June 3rd 

SCHEDULE 
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Welcoming Remarks  

 

Andrew Sepielli 

University of Toronto 
“Moral Realism without Moral 

Metaphysics” 

 

break 

 

Julinna Oxley 

Coastal Carolina University 
“Civic Virtue in the Age of  

Public Jus'fica'on” 
 

lunch 

 

Daniela Cutas 

Umeå Univ., Univ. of Gothenburg 
“Beyond the Sexual Family: an 
Ethical Analysis of Modes of   

Organisa'on of Close Personal 
Rela'onships ” 

 

break 
 

 

Simon May 

Florida State University 

“Rights, Wrongs, and Demands” 
 
 

break 

 

Douglas Portmore 

Arizona State University 

“Founda'onal Consequen'alism 

and Its Primary Evalua've Focal 

Point” 
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Matjaž Potrč 

University of Ljubljana   
“Moral Judgment” 

 
Elinor Mason 

University of Edinburgh 
“An Account of Subjec've  

Obliga'on” 
 

break 
 
 
 

Ma&hew Smith 

University of Leeds 
“Reliance Structures and  

Freedom” 
 

lunch  

 

 

 

Mylan Engel 

Northern Ilinois University 
“Fishy Reasoning” 

 
 

break 

 
 

Regina Rini 

University of Oxford / NYU 
“Abor'on, Ultrasound, and  

Openness to Moral Persuasion” 

 

 
break 

 
 

Ralph Wedgwood 

University of Southern California 
“The Norma'vity of Ra'onality” 
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Viktor Ivankovich  

Central European University 
“How Should Egalitarians Respond 
to the Leveling-Down Objec'on?” 

 
 

Daniel Silvermint 

University of Connec'cut 
“Inten'onal Resistance” 

 
 

break 
 

Richard Hoffman 

University of Graz 
“Weakness of Will and the  

Argument from Self-Respect” 

Neven Petrović  

University of Rijeka 
“Intelligence and Jus'ce” 

 
 

Jonathan Pugh 

Oxford University 
“Autonomy in Bioethics - Lessons 

from Theory, Lessons from  
Prac'ce” 

 

break 
 

Andras Szige4 

University of Tromsø  
“Focusing Forgiveness” 

Session A Session B 



SCHEDULE 

Zlata Božac 

Central European University 
“Can the Problem of the Demos 

Cons'tu'on Be Solved…?” 
 

Toni Pustovrh 

University of Ljubljana 
“Key Ethical Issues In Human  

Enhancement”  
 

break 
 

Hallie Liberto 

University of Connec'cut 
“The Three Wrongs of Rape: 
Against a Unified Account” 

 

lunch 
 

lKerah Gordon-Solmon 

Queen’s University 
“Fairness and Liability 
to Defensive Harm” 

 

break 
 

Nenad Miščević 

University of Maribor 
“Kan'an Ethics and Thought  

Experiments” 
 

break 
 
 

Jus4n Weinberg 

University of South Carolina 
“Emo'onal Control and  

Moral Novelty” 
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Thursday, June 5th 

Session A Session B 

Vojko Strahovnik 

University of Ljubljana 
“Accep'ng Cogni've Expressivism 

in Light of Error Theory” 
 

Amelie Stuart 

University of Graz 
“Kan'an Du'es of Love to  

the Poor” 
 

break 
 

Mark Alfano 

University of Oregon 
“Dying to Be Virtuous” 

 

 

lunch 
 

Stan Husi 

University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 
“Money and Morality” 

 
break 
 

Milan Franc 

University of Maribor 
“Ideology of Globalisa'on” 

 
 

break 
 

Saul Smilansky 

Haifa University 
“Designer Ethics: Should We  

Sacrifice the U'litarians First?” 

7pm: Conference Dinner 



Friday, June 6th 

Friderik Klampfer 

University of Maribor 
“Is moral philosophy done  

without appeal to intui'ons? 
Should it be?” 

 

Eugene Mills 

Virginia Commonwealth Univ. 
“People, Plants, and a Problem  

for U'litarianism” 
 

break 
 

Molly Gardner 

University of North Carolina, 
University of Bayreuth 

“Doing, Allowing, and Causa'on” 

 
break 

 
 
 

Danilo Suster 

University of Maribor 
“Begging the Ques'on and the 

Ability to Act Otherwise” 
 

break 
 

Alastair Norcross 

University of Colorado 
“How to Be Good” 
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ABSTRACTS 

 Mark Alfano 
"Dying to be virtuous." (Thursday) 
What we say about the dead may say as much about us as it does about them. Obituaries, 
in par'cular, are records of human values. When we describe our beloved dead in an   
obituary, we emphasize the aspects of their lives that 1) we find important, meaningful, 
and praiseworthy; 2) we expect that others in our communi'es would find important, 
meaningful, and praiseworthy; and 3) we can bring ourselves to say publicly, if only aPer a 
certain amount of elision and exaggera'on. My research generates and interprets maps of 
human values in different communi'es by data-mining obituaries. Along with my collabo-
rators, I collect all and only the agent-level descriptors applied to the deceased in their 
obituaries. We then use network analysis to generate maps of these values. These maps 
represent, as it were, the values of a local community. As part of this project, I compare 
and contrast what’s said about the dead in various towns, as well as in historically and 
philosophically important texts, such as Pericles’ funeral ora'on, Plato’s Menexenus, and 
Lincoln’s GeRysburg Address. This project contributes to the empirical study of the cultural 
rela'vity of values, the Ramsifica'on of values, the study of what Michael Stocker calls 
"moral schizophrenia," and recent arguments for the hypothesis that the vehicle of moral 
character may be extended into the social environment. 
 
Zlata Bozac 
“Can the Problem of Demos Cons'tu'on Be Solved Within the Democra'c  
Theory?” (Thursday) 
The boundary problem in democra'c theory refers to the issue of how we should define 
the membership in a poli'cal community that is relevant for democra'c decision making. 
How should we decide who has the right to membership in a demos and who should be 
excluded? If ”democracy” is government “by the people”, who are those included among 
“the people”? Democra'c theory has usually neglected this issue, discussing features of 
democracy on already established demos, whose composi'on emerged at one point with-
out using some kind of a democra'c procedure. The solu'on that comes to mind is to try 
to solve this problem simply by using democra'c method. However, we are immediately 
faced with a difficulty of cons'tu'ng a demos through a vote before knowing who the 
members of the relevant demos should be. While demos could be recons'tuted through 
vo'ng in the later stages, the ini'al demos cannot be delineated in the usual democra'c 
way. Frederic G. Whelan, in his seminal work on this issue, argues that this poses a serious 
problem for democra'c theory, since it shows that such a founda'onal ques'on cannot be 
resolved within its own limits. Nonetheless, it seems that it is not necessary to determine 
the relevant demos by applica'on of a democra'c method in order to cons'tute a demos 
democra'cally. It can be done by establishing some kind of principle for demos cons'tu-
'on that will be in line with, or even inherent to, democracy. Whatever criterion we 
choose as the principle for demos cons'tu'on, the consequence will be the radical recon-
sidera'on of the present state of affairs. To address this ques'on, this paper will explore 
some of the usually proposed demarca'on criteria for demos cons'tu'on, while focusing 
especially on one of the most popular proposals for solu'on of the boundary problem: All 
Affected Interests Principle. APer discussing the main points and entailments of this princi-
ple, as well as its main cri'cisms, it is argued that demos cons'tu'on problem cannot be 
solved within democra'c theory (alone). All Affected Interests Principle, although hin'ng 
towards certain idea of jus'ce, cannot provide the same for democra'c method, which is 
aPer all, a dis'nguishing feature of democra'c regimes as opposed to, for example,      
enlightened absolu'sm. The principle correctly indicates that there is a need to address 
global or at least trans-border injus'ces adequately, but fails to demonstrate why people 
afflicted by the injus'ce have to be included in the demos in the first place. In my paper I 
wish to explore what exactly bothers us when it comes to situa'ons of mutual affected-
ness and is democra'c theory a right place for such debates. 

 



ABSTRACTS 

Daniela Cutas 
“Beyond the Sexual Family: an Ethical Analysis of Modes of Organisa'on of Close Personal 
Rela'onships” (Monday) 
Reproduc've and family policy across Europe operates largely on the assump'on that 
there is something of significant value in children being born to and raised by their own 
two gene'c parents, one male and one female, who are in a par'cular type of rela'onship 
with each other, preferably ins'tu'onalised as marriage, and that this is the core rela'on-
ship model for everyone to aim for. Evidence that this model in itself is not what provides 
the goods that we endow it with, has a very hard 'me sinking in and influencing both the 
ethics and, especially, the policy. The extent to which the model leaves many and in some 
cases most people outsides of its many social and legal advantages, makes its imposi'on 
both increasingly unrealis'c and harmful. The expecta'ons that it inspires create a lot of 
suffering as well as unjus'fiably limit fruiVul outcomes for pronatalist agendas of the very 
same countries that uphold it.     
I will explore alterna'ves to this model of reproduc'on and the family, and invite further 
reflec'on on what to replace it with in order to more realis'cally and fairly account for the 
legi'mate diversity of private lives, preferences, and experiences. In order to achieve this, 
I will examine the values in close personal rela'onships and the family, and the interests 
and jus'fica'ons that states might have to par'cipate in the organisa'on of private life. 
 
Mylan Engel Jr. 
“Fishy Reasoning: The Inconsistency of Fish-Ea'ng Ethical Vegetarians”  (Tuesday) 
Ethical vegetarians believe that it is morally wrong to eat meat. And yet, many of these so-
called ethical “vegetarians” con'nue to eat fish. The ques'on my paper addresses is this: 
Can one coherently maintain that it is morally wrong to eat meat, but morally permissible 
to eat fish? I argue that it is inconsistent for ethical vegetarians to eat fish, not on the obvi-
ous yet superficial ground that fish flesh is meat, but on the morally substan've ground 
that fish deserve moral considera'on equal to that owed birds and mammals. 
 
Milan Franc 
“Ideology Of Globalisa'on”  (Thursday) 
In this paper, I am going to discuss more broadly the ques'on of globalisa'on ideology. 
Firstly, I am going to present the circumstance that ‘gave birth’ to the globalisa'on narra-
've and its ideology. Then, my inten'on is to show the sequen'al phases of its develop-
ment, and finally, hopefully also the reasons and also some solid account for its hegemo-
ny. But let us start at the beginning and look at several general condi'ons for the emer-
gence of this new ideology. The beginnings of it are of course to be sought in the basic 
premises of capitalism and its never ending striving for the highest profits. Therefore, even 
its ‘highest’ idea(l)s were not to be sought in the realm of complicated philosophical ab-
strac'ons or lePist moral principles of equality, brotherhood and co-opera'on. Instead, 
the ‘story’ about the ideology of globalisa'on begins at very realis'c assump'on that it is 
quite impossible to separate the spheres of economical and poli'cal. 
 
Molly Gardner 
“Doing, Allowing, and Causa'on” (Friday) 
It is intui'vely plausible that the dis'nc'on between doing and allowing has something to 
do with causa'on. One might be tempted to say that doing a harm just is causing it, and 
allowing a harm just is not causing it. Nevertheless, this causal account of the dis'nc'on 
has been roundly rejected in the literature. First, there appear to be cases of allowing that 
are also cases of causing: If I am the sole caretaker designated to water your plants, then 
when I refrain from watering them, I both allow and cause them to die. Moreover, there 
appear to be cases of causing that are not cases of doing: If I hire a hitman to kill you and 
he does, then I cause your death, but I do not kill you. Considera'on of these kinds of cas-
es has prompted many philosophers to give up on the causal account and appeal, instead, 
to dis'nc'ons between allowing and origina'ng sequences, ac'ons and omissions, having  

(con�nued) 
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lots of ways in which one might have moved one's body and having few, and various other 
counterfactuals. In this paper, I argue that philosophers were too hasty to abandon the 
causal account. The apparent counterexamples to the above formula'on of the account 
can be dealt with as long as we (1) commit to a substan've but plausible claim about the 
metaphysics of causa'on and (2) formulate the causal account in terms of necessary con-
di'ons, rather than necessary and sufficient condi'ons. I defend the following formula-
'on: (a) An agent does a harm only if at least one of her ac'ons causes the harm and (b) 
An agent allows a harm only if there is no ac'on of hers that causes the harm. I then con-
sider and respond to objec'ons. 
 
Kerah Gordon-Solmon 
“Fairness and Liability to Defensive Harm” (Thursday) 
If a person is liable to some measure of defensive harm, it means that she has forfeited 
her right against being harmed in that way, in that circumstance. She is not wronged by, 
and has no right to defend herself against that harm. The predominant account of liability 
is Jeff McMahan’s ‘responsibility’ account; but it’s been increasingly challenged by power-
ful rivals. The task of this paper is to defend McMahan’s account against one such rival, 
namely, Jonathan Quong’s ‘moral status’ account of liability. Sec'on I explicates the dis'n-
guishing norma've commitment of the responsibility account, which Quong opposes, 
namely, the commitment to distribu've fairness. Sec'on II explicates and cri'ques 
Quong’s moral status account; it argues that a commitment to distribu've fairness is a 
requisite feature of any plausible account of liability to defensive harm. 
 
Richard Paul Hofmann 
“Weakness of will and the argument from self-respect” (Wednesday) 
Why should we avoid being weak-willed? I want to argue for an answer to this ques'on 
which is based on the value of self-respect. Following Rawls, I understand the primary 
good of self-respect as comprising two different aspects: the sense a person has of the 
value of his concep'on of the good and the confidence in his ability to fulfill his inten'ons 
and plans. If a person is weak-willed, he acts against his own concep'on of what he takes 
to be valuable to pursue. Constant weakness of will undermines the confidence of a per-
son in the ability to realize his concep'on of the good and thereby deprives him of the 
primary good of self-respect. Since self-respect is one of our primary goods and as such 
valuable, we should not act in a way which is incompa'ble with having it. So we should not 
be weak-willed. This evalua'on of weakness of will has to be qualified in three ways: first, 
the evalua've quality of each weak-willed ac'on has to be assessed addi'onally according 
to the preferred norma've standard. The argument from self-respect only uncovers what 
is wrong with weakness of will considered on its own, in abstrac'on from the concrete 
deeds and effects of the weak-willed ac'ons. Second, cases of inverse akrasia show that 
some'mes it may be beRer for an agent to be weak-willed than strong-willed. If the con-
cep'on of the agent is terribly wrong, weakness of will might provide a mechanism for 
overcoming this wrong concep'on. Third, the value of self-respect is rela've to social roles 
and standards. It differs according to the importance which is aRached to fulfilling one’s 
inten'ons given a certain social role. For some, being weak-willed might even form a part 
of their way of life. Nevertheless there exists a certain threshold of minimum strength of 
will which is necessary for every agent to have. 
 
Stan Husi 
“Money and Morality” (Thursday) 
The guiding principle of my research is to inves'gate morality as a social prac'ce, which is 
con'nuously evolving, and which embodies a net of complex and interrelated norms. A lot 
of fascina'ng work has been done, especially in the social sciences, on the history and 
opera'on of the norms making possible the incredibly complex social phenomenon of 
monetary exchange. Yet this research has gone almost en'rely unno'ced by philosophers 
dedicated to the social prac'ce approach to morality, despite a host of illumina'ng  

(con�nued) 
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connec'ons that can be drawn between the two prac'ces. This is unfortunate, since the 
phenomenon of money as a social prac'ce is compara'vely beRer understood than moral-
ity as a social prac'ce, and moral philosophers stand to learn a great deal from applying 
this research to their own domain. I am par'cularly interested in the intricate misalign-
ment we occasionally find between the func'oning of a social prac'ce, such as money, 
and the interpreta'on or understanding of it. Similarly, I wish to argue that we find a com-
para've misalignment between morality as a func'oning social prac'ce and philosophical-
ly prevalent interpreta'ons of it. The money-morality analogy helps us see how to over-
come flawed interpreta'ons of morality, and to envision ethics to become a social science. 
 
Viktor Ivanković 
“How Should Egalitarians Respond to the Leveling Down Objec'on?” (Wednesday) 
In my presenta'on, I am dealing with the problem of the norma'vity of distribu'onal out-
comes. In an influen'al paper da'ng back over a decade ago, Derek Parfit forced egalitari-
ans (concerned with the jus'ce of distribu'onal schemes) to retreat back to much more 
limited philosophical concep'ons. Parfit drives us into asking the ques'on of whether it is 
equality that we should be concerned with when we are dealing with the plight of the 
hungry and the poor, that is, whether what is really at stake is their rela've posi'on to 
those more affluent, or we are simply dealing with the injus'ce of objec've poverty and 
hunger, that is, with merely priori'zing those in dire need. According to Parfit, those egali-
tarians who believe that inequality in itself is at least in one way bad, must comply with 
very dubious philosophical conclusions, such as to lower the welfare of one, more advan-
taged group, to the previously established level of a worse off group, solely for the pur-
pose of achieving equality. Faced with this conflict, egalitarians have to establish a solid 
case that would jus'fy why equality should be defended to begin with. If egalitarians are 
to push back from the ropes in claiming their place under the sun with other distribu'onal 
concep'ons, they must first prove that equality is something worthy of pursuit. Only then 
can they start dealing with the leveling down objec'on. Therefore, the first part of my 
presenta'on deals with jus'fica'on of equality in norma've considera'ons of outcome 
assessment. When further faced with the leveling down objec'on, all egalitarians adopt 
pluralism of value as the ini'al step. This means egalitarians confirm equality’s importance 
in distribu'onal considera'ons, but only as one important value among others, in this 
case, namely, u'lity. Here is where many egalitarians part company, and here is where the 
problem of the defending egalitarianism lies – how do we measure between different 
egalitarian values, and how do we thus provide a good egalitarian answer to the leveling 
down objec'on? This is the focus of the second part of my presenta'on. 
 
Friderik Klampfer  
“Is moral philosophy done without appeal to intui'ons? Should it be?”  (Friday) 
In the last two decades, experimental psychologists and philosophers have increasingly 
focused their aRen'on and inves'ga've tools on ordinary moral judgment and reasoning. 
Their oPen groundbreaking and ingenious research has offered valuable insights into, and 
alterna've explana'ons of, both the origin and the content of our most widely shared and 
deeply held moral intui'ons. What's more, lay intui'ons were shown to depart from those 
to which professional philosophers typically appeal in defence of par'cular philosophical 
claims and theories, thus raising doubts about how representa've the laRer really are.  
Moral philosophers, however, have been in general (and to my astonishment) quite dis-
missive of these findings. The laRer's relevance for moral epistemology and methodology 
of moral philosophy has been denied for a number of reasons. While some disputed the 
very use of the label 'moral intui'on' for the snap, spontaneous and unreflec've judg-
ments lay people typically make in response to hypothe'cal moral scenarios, and praised 
the puta've epistemic superiority of philosophers' considered moral judgments, others 
ridiculed the very no'on that moral philosophy could and should be done without appeal 
to intui'on. In the paper, I take up the most recent challenge in this ongoing dispute, 

(con�nued) 
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posed by Herman Cappelen (2012). According to Cappelen’s analysis, our concern about, 
and preoccupa'on with, the central role of intui'ons in philosophical inquiry is exaggerat-
ed, since, once intui'on is precisely defined, current philosophical prac'ce will turn out to 
display much less of the problema'c appeal to intui'on than wished by some and feared 
by others. The paper has three objec'ves and, accordingly, is divided into three parts. In 
the first part, I raise some doubts about Cappelen’s analysis of two famous disputes from 
moral philosophy, Judith Thomson’s Violinist and Philippa Foot’s Trolley case. In the sec-
ond, I draw the flaws of his analyses back to the inaccuracy of his diagnos'c tools. In the 
third, I argue for the relevance of experimental psychology and philosophy and briefly dis-
cuss some viable alterna'ves to intui'on-based moral philosophising. 
 
Hallie Liberto 
“The Three Wrongs of Rape: Against a Unified Account”  (Thursday) 
Conceiving of rape as a property crime, a type of theP or vandalism, is wildly unpopular in 
the philosophical literature on rape, especially among feminist scholars. Some scholars, 
such as Anne Phillips, favor an embodied experience model of rape. Other authors, such as 
Tom Dougherty, cast off both such approaches for a sex-minus-consent model of rape. In 
this paper, I will first argue that neither of these more popular accounts explains the 
wrong of all acts of rape. Finally, I will defend the adop'on of the property model of rape 
used in combina'on with the other models. 
 
Ellie Mason 
“An Account of Subjec've Obliga'on” (Tuesday) 
A dis'nc'on has developed between different ways of thinking about rightness, or obliga-
'on. Our objec've obliga'on is to do what is actually best, or what actually obeys the 
rules. Our prospec've obliga'on is to do what it would be ra'onal to do, given our ac-
count of what would be best and our limited knowledge. This leaves a third no'on: what 
we ought to do given our actual state, which is not necessarily ra'onal. In this paper I give 
an account of what our subjec've obliga'on is. Subjec've obliga'on is oPen roughly char-
acterized as being about what we believe is right. I argue that we should not think of sub-
jec've obliga'on as being about beliefs: for various reasons, what we ought to do does 
not depend on the beliefs we happen to have. Rather, our subjec've obliga'on is based 
on combina'on of a[tudes. I argue that our subjec've obliga'on is to try to do well by 
morality. I defend the implica'on that subjec've obliga'on has an objec've element: it 
requires us to know something, namely, roughly what morality says. 
 
Simon Cabulea May 
“Rights, Wrongs, and Demands” (Monday) 
A claim-right is the right of an individual (X) that another agent (Y) act in some way (f). I 
claim that moral claim-rights have two essen'al features: 
(a) Y owes X a moral duty to f. 
(b) X has moral standing to demand that Y f. 
Refer to these two features are direc'on and standing respec'vely. I argue that direc'on 
and standing are logically dis'nct and independent rela'ons. I advance a jus'ficatory in-
terest analysis of direc'on and a liability analysis of standing. I use these two analyses to 
explain the complex connec'on between moral claim-rights and respect. I then cri'cise 
Leif Wenar’s account of claim-rights. 
 
Eugene Mills 
“People, Plants, and a Problem for U'litarianism” (Friday) 
I aim to give one clear and plausible sense to the familiar but unclear objec'on that u'li-
tarianism doesn’t take seriously the dis'nctness of persons. One way of understanding 
this objec'on is that the aggrega'on of u'lity central to u'litarianism doesn’t accord per-
sons the moral standing they are due. I argue, first, that if animalism is true, then  
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u'litarianism would, in some possible cases, accord persons and other sen'ent beings the 
same moral standing as non-sen'ent poRed plants; and second, that there is no good ar-
gument from u'litarianism to the denial of animalism. Absent some independent argu-
ment against animalism, then, u'litarians ought to accept the possible moral ascendancy 
of non-sen'ent poRed plants. I take this as a strike against u'litarianism. 
 
Alastair Norcross 
“How to be Good” (Friday) 
As soon as we take morality seriously (as opposed to, say, becoming fans of Ayn Rand), we 
realize that it can be quite demanding. Just how demanding? Tradi'onal, maximizing, 
forms of consequen'alism appear to be very demanding indeed, requiring us always to do 
the best we can. But even decent versions of deontology issue demands, which, in the 
current state of the world, go far beyond how most people actually behave. Any half-way 
plausible version of virtue ethics (and, let’s face it, that’s about as plausible as it’s going to 
get for virtue ethics) will include a demanding form of beneficence as one of its central 
virtues. Even the correct moral theory—scalar u'litarianism—while not issuing demands 
as such, tells us that we have very strong moral reasons to behave far beRer than we do. 
When we take the interests of other sen'ent beings seriously (as any decent person, 
whether a consequen'alist, deontologist, or even, dare I say it, a virtue ethicist, must), we 
find ourselves beset by onerous demands, or at least reasons for behavior. It appears, 
then, that it is, in fact, quite hard to be good, if we understand that no'on in terms of liv-
ing up to the standards of tradi'onal moral theories. As many philosophers know, howev-
er, appearance and reality frequently diverge. Alas, not in this case. I explain why it is actu-
ally so hard to be good, and why it is only con'ngently so. Although the prospects of the 
world changing enough to significantly lessen the burdens on us of morality are presently 
quite dim, there is s'll some cause for op'mism. It is really hard to be good, but for most 
of us, it is quite easy to be significantly beRer. And that has to count for something, 
doesn’t it? 
 
Julinna Oxley 
“Civic Virtue in the Age of Public Jus'fica'on” (Monday) 
Contemporary theories of liberalism that emphasize public jus'fica'on seek to provide an 
epistemic account of the legi'mate jus'fica'on of poli'cal power, an ar'cula'on of the 
principles that can be jus'fied to all reasonable persons, and a theory of the reasons that 
jus'fy the principles. In focusing on public reasons that can be used as a basis of jus'fica-
'on acceptable to all reasonable ci'zens, rather than on liberal values, the idea of civic 
virtue is understandably neglected in these theories. This ar'cle provides a thumbnail 
sketch of two concep'ons of civic virtue that follow from two prominent theories of public 
jus'fica'on: Rawls’ poli'cal liberalism and Gaus’ jus'ficatory liberalism.  The civic virtues 
associated with both versions of public jus'fica'on are properly understood as epistemic 
virtues. Rawls’ view of civic virtue includes traits such as civility, reasonableness, under-
standing and tolerance. Gaus, on the other hand, argues that a well-ordered democracy 
should be organized so as to not require civic virtue on the part of ci'zens (much beyond 
empathy with others, in order to understand their reasons). He rejects a minimal duty of 
civility, and encourages ci'zens to simply say what is on their mind – eventually a public 
jus'fica'on will come about. I conclude by offering objec'ons to both views, and suggest 
that a norma've, rather than a descrip've or idealis'c, theory of civic virtue is needed for 
public jus'fica'on liberals. 
 
Neven Petrović 
“Intelligence and Jus'ce” (Wednesday) 
One of the main ambi'ons of contemporary egalitarians is to compensate those with less 
adequate natural endowments, which are held to be responsible for a poorer living stand-
ard of such persons. Arguably, one of the prominent capaci'es of that sort, at least in the 
modern economies, is intelligence. However, the ques'on arises can egalitarians really ask 
for compensa'on for the lack of this par'cular personal feature given the self-percep'on  
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of individuals concerning their possession of it. The present research is an aRempt to in-
ves'gate how the most important philosophical posi'ons (e.g. Rawls’s, Dworkin’s and luck 
egalitarian) belonging to this camp could or would deal with the issue. 
 
Douglas W. Portmore 
“Founda'onal Consequen'alism and Its Primary Evalua've Focal Point” (Monday) 
Following Shelly Kagan’s useful terminology, founda'onal consequen'alists are those who 
hold that the ranking of outcomes is at the founda'on of all moral assessment. That is, 
they hold that moral assessments of right and wrong, virtuous and vicious, morally good 
and morally bad, etc. are all ul'mately a func'on of how outcomes rank. But founda'onal 
consequen'alists disagree on what is to be directly evaluated in terms of the ranking of 
outcomes, which is to say that they disagree on what the primary evalua've focal point is. 
Act-consequen'alists take acts to be the primary evalua've focal point. They evaluate acts 
in terms of how their outcomes rank (the higher ranked the outcome, the morally beRer 
the act), but evaluate everything else in terms of the morally best acts. Thus, the morally 
best rules are those that would, if internalized, most reliably lead us to perform the moral-
ly best acts. Rule-consequen'alists, by contrast, take rules to be the primary evalua've 
focal point. They evaluate rules according to how their outcomes rank and then assess 
everything else in terms of the morally best rules. Thus, the morally best acts are those 
that conform to the morally best rules. 
            In this paper, I argue that founda'onal consequen'alists should not take the prima-
ry evalua've focal point (or points) to be acts, rules, virtues, or even everything. In so do-
ing, I argue against act-consequen'alism, rule-consequen'alism, virtue consequen'alism, 
and global consequen'alism. But my project is not en'rely nega've, for I argue that the 
primary evalua've focal point should be a complex of acts and a[tudes. In the end, then, I 
claim that founda'onal consequen'alists should accept a new kind of consequen'alism, 
which I call a[tude-consequen'alism. 
 
Matjaž Potrč 
“Moral Judgment”  (Tuesday) 
Moral cogni'vism and noncogni'vism opposi'on follows proposi'onal analysis inspired 
separa'st agenda. The fence is put under ques'on though by mixed proposals, from error 
theory to fic'onalism, quasi-realism and cogni'vist expressivism. The push is towards sim-
ple intui've view of judgment as reflexive intertwining of inten'onal content and phe-
nomenology endowed commiRal a[tude.  
 
Jonathan Pugh 
“Autonomy in Bioethics – Lessons From Theory, Lessons From Prac'ce”  (Wednesday) 
The preserva'on of personal autonomy is oPen a key concern in bioethical debate. How-
ever, autonomy is an ambiguous concept that has lent itself to a plethora of different uses 
in moral philosophy. This has led many bioethicists who appeal to the value of autonomy 
to reach divergent conclusions concerning salient bioethical issues. In this talk I shall sug-
gest that some bioethicists seem to overlook important theore'cal points regarding the 
nature of autonomy, since they fail to give an adequate account of the cri'cal reflec'on 
that many philosophers believe to be a necessary component of autonomy in their discus-
sions of the concept. However, I shall also argue that philosophical theories of autonomy 
can also be improved by acknowledging insights that can be garnered from considering the 
ways in which we use the concept of autonomy in applied ethics. I shall argue that insights 
from this context suggest a prac'cal dimension of our concept of autonomy, pertaining to 
the agent’s freedom to act effec'vely in pursuit of their ends. I shall claim that recognising 
this dimension of autonomy is of theore'cal importance for two reasons. First, this dimen-
sion of autonomy makes salient the fact that agents form their mo'ves in the light of what 
is prac'cally realisable for them. Second, recognising this dimension of autonomy allows 
us to offer a deeper explana'on of why coercion undermines autonomy. 
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Toni Pustovrh 
“Key Ethical Issues In Human Enhancement” (Thursday) 
During the past decade, the idea of Human Enhancement (HE) has begun to aRract consid-
erable aRen'on both in scien'fic and academic circles, with specific issues now garnering 
wider public interest. Generally, HE can be construed as the no'on that average or normal 
human capabili'es can be expanded and augmented through the direct, increasingly in'-
mate applica'on of technology to the human body. While there are many open issues 
connected with the idea, ranging from what no'ons like average or normal capabili'es 
actually mean, through how HE differs from previous technologies that have vastly expand 
human capaci'es, to specific defini'ons of HE depended on the means employed and the 
goals sought, the progress of science and technology is already presen'ng us with some 
prac'cal applica'ons of Human Enhancement Technologies (HET). Thus we are no longer 
faced only with the ques'on of whether we can, but of whether we should aRempt to 
engage in specific types of HE. The issue of norma'vity in turn raises the ques'on of what 
the key ethical issues in various types of HE and HET are. The concept of HE thus poses 
challenges both for theore'cal and applied ethics, for the former in further analyzing and 
developing the concept and its underlying no'on, and for the laRer in offering prac'cal 
guidance in cases of specific, already available or emerging applica'ons of HET. With the 
increasing (public) visibility of HE and the prospects offered by HET, the pressure to make 
(or not make) prac'cal individual and collec've decisions will only increase. The paper will 
aRempt to examine and elucidate the underlying concept of HE and iden'fy some of the 
key ethical issues posed by HE and HET, which might offer further orienta'on in regard to 
whether (and how) we should aRempt to engage in specific types of HE. In this regard, the 
means (technological applica'ons) and goals (desired outcomes of enhancement) are im-
portant, as they can be used to dis'nguish between different types of HE (e.g. physical 
enhancement, cogni've enhancement, healthy lifespan extension), which might carry 
different, specific ethical implica'ons and issues. Both theore'cal analysis and empirical 
data will be employed. The laRer will draw on relevant results from an extensive study of 
the recommenda'ons concerning new and emerging technologies that were  produced by 
na'onal ethics advisory bodies at the level of various European countries. 
 
Regina Rini 
“Abor'on, Ultrasound, and Openness to Moral Persuasion” (Tuesday) 
Some poli'cal jurisdic'ons require a woman seeking abor'on to first view ultrasound im-
ages of the fetus. The legi'macy of such coercive requirements is one maRer; here I con-
sider a slightly narrower ques'on: is there a moral obliga'on for a woman seeking an 
abor'on to view fetal ultrasound images? I argue that the answer may be yes, because (a) 
other members of the moral community sincerely believe abor'on to be a grave moral 
error, (b) we have a general obliga'on to make ourselves open to persuasion by the sin-
cere moral commitments of other community members, and (c) fetal ultrasound images 
can func'on as a form of moral argumenta'on. I defend these three claims and consider 
the strength of the resul'ng obliga'on, including limita'ons imposed by the par'cular 
in'macy of abor'on decisions. I also argue that this obliga'on does not jus'fy coercive 
ultrasound-viewing laws.  
 
Andrew Sepielli 
"Moral Realism without Moral Metaphysics" (Monday) 
My aim in this talk is to convince you that a metaphysically defla'onist but explanatorily 
robust version of moral realism is a live possibility. The view is defla'onist in the way that 
many versions of expressivism, transcendental cons'tu'vism, and quie'sm are: roughly, it 
has no truck with inquiries into the naturalness, cons'tu'on, or reducibility of moral prop-
er'es or facts, and it purports to dissolve, rather than to solve, the so-called "placement 
problem". At the same 'me, it offers a general explana'on from outside the ethical do-
main of how we can accurately represent the world in moral thought and talk. This dis'n-
guishes it from some versions of expressivism and cons'tu'vism, which conceive of moral 
thought and talk as "aimed" at solving prac'cal problems rather than as        (con�nued) 
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(also) represen'ng the world; and it dis'nguishes it from quie'sm, which abjures any 
aRempt to vindicate the ethical domain from, as one prominent quie'st puts it, "sideways 
on". The prac'cing meta-ethicist is no doubt familiar with the charge that defenders of 
robust (that is to say, non-quie'st) moral realism "owe us" an account of what what moral 
proper'es are like, of how they fit into the world as described by science, of how we can 
"reach out to them" in thought and language, and so on. If the view I'll sketch in this talk is 
a serious op'on, then it is not clear that the robust realist is under any such obliga'on. 
 
Daniel Silvermint 
“Inten'onal Resistance”  (Wednesday) 
Does a vic'm have to intend to resist oppression in order to discharge her obliga'on to do 
so, or is it sufficient to resist oppression inten'onally in the course of pursuing other life 
plans and projects of importance to her?  This is the difference between, say, a woman 
calling aRen'on to sexist double standards in the workplace in order to advance the cause 
of equality, and a woman calling aRen'on to them because she wants to advance in an 
otherwise rewarding profession.  I argue that resis'ng inten'onally can be sufficient to 
discharge a vic'm’s obliga'on: given that certain valuable plans and projects are system-
a'cally complicated or blocked by oppressive burdens, their ac've pursuit by vic'ms 
some'mes just is resistance.  Requiring that vic'ms count ‘ending oppression’ among their 
projects misses a wide range of everyday responses to oppressive burdens – responses 
that are morally worthwhile and that can s'll cost vic'ms greatly.  Having argued that pur-
suing one’s own plans and projects is some'mes sufficient to discharge the obliga'on to 
resist, I close by considering how the plans and projects of other agents as well as collec-
'ves affect the account. 
 
Saul Smilansky 
"Designer Ethics: Should We Sacrifice the U'litarians First?”  (Thursday) 
It is commonly thought that morality applies universally to all human beings, and their 
own moral views are not thought to be a reason to treat them differently from others. I 
explore a radical alterna've moral view, according to which morally correct behavior may 
be determined by the moral posi'ons of those who are to be affected. For example, since 
u'litarians are more welcoming of the idea that human beings may be sacrificed for the 
greater good, perhaps it is permissible (or even obligatory) to give them "priority" as po-
ten'al vic'ms. This odd idea has manifold drawbacks, but I claim that it also has ad-
vantages, and that it should be given a role in our ethical thinking. 
 
Ma&hew Noah Smith 
"Reliance Structures and Freedom"  (Tuesday) 
Human agency is not a purely psychological phenomenon.  Rather, human agency involves 
a complex interac'on between mind and world.  One of the central features of this inter-
ac'on is reliance. In par'cular, ac'on depends upon successful reliance and so failures of 
reliance prevent the manifesta'on of agency.  So, stable sources of reliance - reliance 
structures, as I call them - facilitate manifesta'on of agency.  Failures in reliance structures 
threaten the manifesta'on of agency.  In this essay, I develop this line of argument, and in 
par'cular its poli'cal significance.  I summarize the nature of reliance, its connec'on to 
agency, and the poli'cs associated with it.  
 
Vojko Strahovnik 
“Accep'ng Cogni've Expressivism in Light of Error Theory”  (Thursday) 
One of the open ques'ons arising out of Mackie’s error theory is what we should 
(pragma'cally) do with our moral language and thought once we become convinced about 
the truth of error theory, i.e. that our ordinary moral judgments are systema'cally false. 
There are several open possibili'es ranging from a revolu'onary proposal of completely 
abolishing moral language and thought to a more conserva've stance of self-deceivingly 
con'nuing with our exis'ng prac'ces. Recently Köhler and Ridge (2013) proposed that the 
most viable stance to adopt if error theory turns out to be true is expressivism  (con�nued) 
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(revolu'onary expressivism). In the paper I argue that in considering the open possibili'es 
Köhler and Ridge overlook a posi'on of cogni've expressivism and that the laRer (despite 
being developed as a hermeneu'cal posi'on, supposed to be true about our exis'ng mor-
al language and though) fares well also as a revolu'onary proposal if one were to fully 
embrace the lessons of error theory.   
 
Amelie Stuart 
“Kan'an du'es of love to the poor” (Thursday) 
The Doctrine of Virtue may have over the course of 'me received its due aRen'on by 
scholars and moral philosophers. S'll, neither has the moral significance of love in Kan'an 
ethics been thoroughly analyzed un'l recently, nor has Kant’s no'on of poverty found its 
well-deserved aRen'on. Therefore, his rather complex concep'on of moral love in rela-
'on to du'es of virtue will be the focus of this presenta'on. In order to show its signifi-
cance for today’s moral philosophy, key aspects from the Doctrine of Virtue, such as du'es 
of love to others, will be presented and discussed. Moreover, one topic will be addressed 
in par'cular, which is the issue of global poverty. How, from a Kan'an perspec've, can we 
claim posi've du'es to the poor? To answer this, we will need to take a look at Kant’s no-
'on of poverty which is, as I will show, interconnected with his du'es of love to others. If 
we presuppose his understanding of poverty as a threat to a person’s morals, preven'ng 
poverty becomes the content of a duty to others. 
 
Danilo Suster 
“Begging the ques'on and the ability to act otherwise”  (Friday) 
It seems that every line of reasoning about the arguments for (in)compa'bility of free will 
and determinism can be driven to the state of begging the ques'on with respect to the 
no'on of ability involved. In "Does the consequence argument beg the ques'on?" (2013) 
John Mar'n Fischer and GarreR PendergraP  defend the Consequence Argument against 
the charge that it begs the ques'on against the compa'bilist. But I argue that their de-
fense based on considera'ons of prac'cal reasoning  does not succeed. 
 
Andras Szige4 
“Focusing Forgiveness”  (Wednesday) 
Forgiveness is closely related to emo'ons. Bishop Butler’s “forswearing of resentment” is 
s'll the defini'on most take as their point of departure. The nega'vity of this approach is 
striking. Can we say more about the posi've features of forgiveness? This paper aims to 
contribute to such a “non-priva've” characteriza'on of forgiveness. I argue that we 
should take seriously the thought that forgiveness is a sui generis emo'on type. For-
giveness may be classified as an emo'on because it displays a sufficient number of the 
generic features by which we dis'nguish emo'ons from other mental a[tudes and epi-
sodes. But forgiveness is also clearly dis'nguishable from other emo'ons in terms of its 
core evalua've concern, phenomenology and empirical characteris'cs. I also make a case 
for the claim that forgiveness is the posi'vely valenced counterpart of resentment. The 
sugges'on is that the rela'onship of resentment and forgiveness is similar to that be-
tween other emo'ons of opposite valence such as envy/admira'on, thrill/fear, or lust/
disgust. The overcoming of resentment, which is generally assumed to be dis'nc've about 
forgiveness, consists on this proposal in the reversal of resentment’s emo'onal valence. 
  
Ralph Wedgwood 
“The Norma'vity of Ra'onality”  (Tuesday) 
What sort of concept is expressed by the term ‘ra'onal’, as it is used in such areas of in-
quiry as decision theory and formal epistemology? Some reasons are given for the view 
that in these contexts, the term expresses a norma've concept – roughly, a concept that 
has to do with proper use of our facul'es of reasoning. On this view, the no'on of what is 
“ra'onally required” of an agent at a par'cular 'me is a kind of ‘ought’. However, this 
view faces a number of problems. (a) Is this view consistent with the principle that ‘ought’ 
implies ‘can’? (b) The requirements of ra'onality seem to consist primarily in what could in  
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a broad sense be called coherence; but what – if anything – is bad about failing to be co-
herent in this way? (c) There seem to be cases in which it is ra'onal to have false beliefs 
about what one ought to do; so how can we avoid absurdi'es if we simultaneously say 
that ‘ra'onal’ expresses a norma've concept? An outline of a solu'on to these problems 
is sketched, based on the idea that the no'on of a “ra'onal requirement” is a kind of 
“subjec've ‘ought’”. 
 
Jus4n Weinberg 
“Emo'onal Control and Moral Novelty”  (Thursday) 
Experien�al emo�onal control refers to the control over which emo'onal states one experi-
ences. With various pharmaceu'cal and technological advances, it seems likely that we 
will eventually acquire the means for direct experien'al emo'onal control, and with this 
comes many ques'ons. This paper looks at the broad ques'on of whether increased expe-
rien'al emo'onal control would be good for us. This is a difficult ques'on to answer, I 
argue, because the widespread deployment of such control presents us with moral novel-
ty. Moral novelty, among other things, not only resists the applica'on of the familiar fun-
damental moral ideas with which we make moral judgments, but challenges us to recon-
sider those very ideas. In the case of experien'al emo'onal control, elements of our moral 
thinking that appear both in commonsense morality and in sophis'cated moral theories, 
such as the goodness of happiness, the value of autonomy, and the meaning of character, 
are called into ques'on. Further, new ques'ons are raised, such as: to what purpose 
should we, morally speaking, put emo'ons? This paper is an aRempt to lay out and begin 
to address the challenges of moral novelty in regards to experien'al emo'onal control, 
and to show how difficult it will be to advance defensible claims about the value of such 
control, good or bad. 


